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no description available translated by john j jepson ancient christian writers no 5 as the psalms are a
microcosm of the old testament so the expositions of the psalms can be seen as a microcosm of
augustinian thought in the book of psalms are to be found the history of the people of israel the
theology and spirituality of the old covenant and a treasury of human experience expressed in prayer
and poetry so too does the work of expounding the psalms recapitulate and focus the experiences of
augustine s personal life his theological reflections and his pastoral concerns as bishop of hippo
publisher s website a superb new translation brings the words of augustine the preacher stirringly to
life when the great saint augustine was called from his country home to become bishop of hippo in the
fourth century his new responsibilities took him away from the solitude of his writing and into the
glare of the public eye the author of two of the greatest works of religious literature confessions and
city of god augustine became a shepherd to the people inspiring and enlightening them with his
sermons his skills as a speaker were as great if not greater than his skills as a writer according to his
friend possidius those who read what augustine wrote on the divine topics do get something out of
them but those who saw and heard him in person they were the ones who got heaven and earth
sermons to the people collects the homilies on the liturgical seasons of the church saint augustine
delivered over the course of his lifetime this image edition includes the first sermons in that vast
collection from advent christmas new year s and the epiphany newly translated by william griffin they
address timeless concerns including the problems of materialism and the intellectual difficulties of
faith griffin renders the sermons with such immediacy it is as though he had been present when
augustine spoke to his flock as the psalms are a microcosm of the old testament so the expositions of
the psalms can be seen as a microcosm of augustinian thought in the book of psalms are to be found
the history of the people of israel the theology and spirituality of the old covenant and a treasury of
human experience expressed in prayer and poetry so too does the work of expounding the psalms
recapitulate and focus the experiences of augustine s personal life his theological reflections and his
pastoral concerns as bishop of hippo publisher s website of all his works it is augustine s sermons that
give us the best portrayal of this brilliant and profoundly spiritual man presenting and interpreting the
divine mysteries to his own people recent research has explored how past interpretation can help
contextualize current interpretation as well as provide a more colorful and theologically meaningful
understanding of scripture in st augustine s interpretation of the psalms of ascent gerald mclarney
examines augustine of hippo s d 430 interpretation of the ascent motif in sermons on psalms 119 133
he looks at the delivery transmission and broader context of the sermons as well as examining the
sermons as they stand no description available first published in 1902 this book was prepared with
special regard to the preliminary examination of candidates for holy orders gathers selections from st
augustine s autobiographical confessions sermons on christian life and the psalms and his discussion of
the secular and christian views of happiness this is the extended and annotated edition including an
extensive biographical annotation about the author and his life the sermons of st augustine besides
their other excellencies furnish a beautiful picture of perhaps the deepest and most powerful mind of
the western church adapting itself to the little ones of christ in them he who has furnished the mould
for all the most thoughtful minds for fourteen hundred years is seen forming with loving tenderness
the babes in christ very touching is the child like simplicity with which he gradually leads them
through what to them were difficulties watching all the while whether he made himself clear to them
keeping up their attention pleased at their understanding dreading their approbation and leading them
off from himself to some practical result very touching the tenderness with which he at times reproves
the allowance which he makes for human infirmities and for those in secular life if they will not make
their infirmities their boast or in allowed duties and indulgences forget god but his very simplicity
precludes the necessity of any preface his sermons explain themselves they appear from a passage in
the commentary on the psalms to have been often taken down in writing at the time by the more
attentive sort of hearers as were those of st chrysostom possidius states that this was done from the
commencement of his presbyterate and that thence through the body of africa excellent doctrine and
the most sweet savour of christ was diffused and made manifest the church of god beyond seas when it
heard thereof partaking of the joy in 1990 new city press in conjunction with the augustinian heritage
institute began the project known as the works of saint augustine a translation for the 21st century the
plan is to translate and publish all 132 works of saint augustine his entire corpus into modern english
this represents the first time in which the works of saint augustine will all be translated into english
many existing translations were often archaic or faulty and the scholarship was outdated new city
press is proud to offer the best modern translations available the works of saint augustine a translation
for the 21st century will be translated into 49 published books to date 41 books have been published
by ncp containing 93 of the works of saint augustine a translation for the 21st century augustine s
writings are useful to anyone interested in patristics church history theology and western civilization
publisher the legacy of augustine of hippo 354 430 continues to shape western christian language
about both the trinity and the church yet scholars rarely treat these two topics as related in his work in
augustine the trinity and the church adam ployd argues that augustine s ecclesiology drew upon his
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trinitarian theology to a surprising degree this connection appears most clearly in a series of sermons
augustine preached in 406 407 against the donatists the rival christian communion in north africa as
he preached augustine deployed scriptural interpretations derived from his latin pro nicene
predecessors but he adapted these trinitarian arguments to construct a vision of the charitable unity of
the catholic church against the donatists to condemn the donatists for separating from the body of
christ for example augustine appropriated a pro nicene christology that viewed christ s body as the
means for ascent to his divinity augustine also further identified the love that unites christians to each
other and to christ in his body as the holy spirit who gives to us what he eternally is as the mutual love
of father and son on the central issue of baptism augustine made the sacrament a trinitarian act as
christ gives the spirit to his own body the book ultimately shows that for augustine the unity and
integrity of the church depended not upon the purity of the bishops or the guarded boundaries of the
community but upon the work of the triune god who unites us to christ through the love of the spirit
whom christ himself gives in baptism for augustine that the word became flesh transformed a merely
human understanding of the virtues and grounds all virtue in humility the way of humility augustine s
theology of preaching explores how this truth became a new paradigm for understanding the
scriptures and thus how augustine embodied the virtue in the preaching of the scriptures one of
augustine s most devoted students possidius said that anyone can learn from reading augustine but
those were able to profit still more who could hear him speak in church and see him with their own
eyes truly he was indeed one of those of whom it is written speak this way and act the same way the
way of humility searches for evidence of the virtue of humility in action through the preaching of the
humble word in the sermons of augustine many know of augustine through his more famous treatises
but few have encountered the doctor of grace where he had his most immediate impact preaching the
way of humility follows the sermons through several traditional theological loci ecclesiology
christology soteriology to uncover what can be learned about augustine s theology through the way he
preached to a mixed audience of urbanites and rustics many of whom did not have the benefit of a
formal education throughout the book we see the interplay between augustine s action in speech and
augustine s more direct statements on his theology of preaching through handing over christ in his
sermons he became himself an example of humility for the congregation on their journey toward the
final end for all people the beatific vision augustine s interpretation is spiritual his were not scholarly
or academic concerns and john leinenweber s translation is fresh and accessible capturing the clarity
brilliance and inspired passion of the original john has said many things stated augustine and almost
all of them concern love the first six of the ten homilies were delivered on the days of the easter octave
this period proved too short for augustine to cover the whole of the letter and he preached four
additional homilies later in the spring in his confessions augustine spoke of his great longing as a
youth to love and be loved a topic that appealed greatly to his listeners during the course of delivering
these homilies he was interrupted time and again by applause and shouts of enthusiasm the ten
homilies are broken up into twenty four short chapters for example the commandment of love two
loves of god and of the world christ and antichrists unanswered prayer god is love god has loved us
first love casts out fear his are in large part moral teachings dealing with such topics as prayer our
enemies fear of god the church the world so important in saint john s writings what does one actually
do to love god and others what are the pitfalls of loving how can one learn to love more throughout the
homilies augustine s great desire to love and be loved and to live eternally with god are eloquently
expressed believing himself ignorant of scripture he had initially considered himself ill prepared for
the priesthood augustine s subsequent tireless studies unleashed a stream of biblical commentaries
that led him to be ranked with thomas aquinas as one of the greatest teachers the western church has
ever produced and one of its greatest fathers his towering intellect molded the thought of western
christianity and his ideas dominated the thinking of the western world for a thousand years after his
death augustine wrote profusely explaining and defending the faith called doctor of grace his best
known works are his confessions one of the greatest spiritual classics of all time and city of god an
exposition of a christian philosophy of history this is the extended and annotated edition including an
extensive biographical annotation about the author and his life this edition includes the two books that
st augustine wrote as explanations on the sermon on the mount which our lord delivered and which are
written down in matthew 5 7 teaching christianity is the most original book augustine ever wrote it is
not so much a treatise or scholarly work but an instruction manual on how to teach christianity he
wrote this how to book for those who would be preaching and explaining christianity it is entirely
based on the bible and helps the reader express its truths of faith with soundproof methodology it is a
book that will help readers to communicate their message in a clear and effective way edmund hills
new translation of augustines treatise on christian doctrine is superb his early and mature thought on
how to understand scripture and how to communicate that understanding to others is set forth clearly
and attractively the translator has shown great discernment in his choice of words and in their
placement this makes for a smooth reading extremely valuable are the scholarly endnotes provided
after each of the four books the new title chosen by edmund hill namely teaching christianity indicates
that augustine is here instructing the african clergy probably the bishops how to preach effectively to
their congregations the treatise is not focused on doctrine sr mary t clark rscj manhattanville college
president society for medieval and renaissance philosophy
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The Works of Saint Augustine: v. 1. Sermons on the Old
Testament, 20-50
1990

no description available

Writings of Saint Augustine: Sermons on the liturgical
seasons
1959

translated by john j jepson ancient christian writers no 5

Sermons on the Liturgical Seasons (The Fathers of the
Church, Volume 38)
2010-04

as the psalms are a microcosm of the old testament so the expositions of the psalms can be seen as a
microcosm of augustinian thought in the book of psalms are to be found the history of the people of
israel the theology and spirituality of the old covenant and a treasury of human experience expressed
in prayer and poetry so too does the work of expounding the psalms recapitulate and focus the
experiences of augustine s personal life his theological reflections and his pastoral concerns as bishop
of hippo publisher s website

Sermons (230-272B) on the Liturgical Seasons
1993

a superb new translation brings the words of augustine the preacher stirringly to life when the great
saint augustine was called from his country home to become bishop of hippo in the fourth century his
new responsibilities took him away from the solitude of his writing and into the glare of the public eye
the author of two of the greatest works of religious literature confessions and city of god augustine
became a shepherd to the people inspiring and enlightening them with his sermons his skills as a
speaker were as great if not greater than his skills as a writer according to his friend possidius those
who read what augustine wrote on the divine topics do get something out of them but those who saw
and heard him in person they were the ones who got heaven and earth sermons to the people collects
the homilies on the liturgical seasons of the church saint augustine delivered over the course of his
lifetime this image edition includes the first sermons in that vast collection from advent christmas new
year s and the epiphany newly translated by william griffin they address timeless concerns including
the problems of materialism and the intellectual difficulties of faith griffin renders the sermons with
such immediacy it is as though he had been present when augustine spoke to his flock

Sermons (341-400) on Various Subjects
1995

as the psalms are a microcosm of the old testament so the expositions of the psalms can be seen as a
microcosm of augustinian thought in the book of psalms are to be found the history of the people of
israel the theology and spirituality of the old covenant and a treasury of human experience expressed
in prayer and poetry so too does the work of expounding the psalms recapitulate and focus the
experiences of augustine s personal life his theological reflections and his pastoral concerns as bishop
of hippo publisher s website

Selected Easter Sermons of Saint Augustine
1959

of all his works it is augustine s sermons that give us the best portrayal of this brilliant and profoundly
spiritual man presenting and interpreting the divine mysteries to his own people

The Works of Saint Augustine: v. 1. Sermons on the Old
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Testament, 20-50
1992

recent research has explored how past interpretation can help contextualize current interpretation as
well as provide a more colorful and theologically meaningful understanding of scripture in st augustine
s interpretation of the psalms of ascent gerald mclarney examines augustine of hippo s d 430
interpretation of the ascent motif in sermons on psalms 119 133 he looks at the delivery transmission
and broader context of the sermons as well as examining the sermons as they stand

St. Augustine: Sermon on the Mount; Harmony of the
Gospels; Homilies on the Gospels
2003

no description available

The Works of Saint Augustine: v. 1. Sermons on the Old
Testament, 20-50
1958

first published in 1902 this book was prepared with special regard to the preliminary examination of
candidates for holy orders

Nine Sermons of Saint Augustine on the Psalms
1851

gathers selections from st augustine s autobiographical confessions sermons on christian life and the
psalms and his discussion of the secular and christian views of happiness

Exposition of the Sermon on the Mount, drawn from the
writings of St. Augustine, with observations
1990

this is the extended and annotated edition including an extensive biographical annotation about the
author and his life the sermons of st augustine besides their other excellencies furnish a beautiful
picture of perhaps the deepest and most powerful mind of the western church adapting itself to the
little ones of christ in them he who has furnished the mould for all the most thoughtful minds for
fourteen hundred years is seen forming with loving tenderness the babes in christ very touching is the
child like simplicity with which he gradually leads them through what to them were difficulties
watching all the while whether he made himself clear to them keeping up their attention pleased at
their understanding dreading their approbation and leading them off from himself to some practical
result very touching the tenderness with which he at times reproves the allowance which he makes for
human infirmities and for those in secular life if they will not make their infirmities their boast or in
allowed duties and indulgences forget god but his very simplicity precludes the necessity of any
preface his sermons explain themselves they appear from a passage in the commentary on the psalms
to have been often taken down in writing at the time by the more attentive sort of hearers as were
those of st chrysostom possidius states that this was done from the commencement of his presbyterate
and that thence through the body of africa excellent doctrine and the most sweet savour of christ was
diffused and made manifest the church of god beyond seas when it heard thereof partaking of the joy

The Works of Saint Augustine
2011-10-01

in 1990 new city press in conjunction with the augustinian heritage institute began the project known
as the works of saint augustine a translation for the 21st century the plan is to translate and publish all
132 works of saint augustine his entire corpus into modern english this represents the first time in
which the works of saint augustine will all be translated into english many existing translations were
often archaic or faulty and the scholarship was outdated new city press is proud to offer the best
modern translations available the works of saint augustine a translation for the 21st century will be
translated into 49 published books to date 41 books have been published by ncp containing 93 of the
works of saint augustine a translation for the 21st century augustine s writings are useful to anyone
interested in patristics church history theology and western civilization publisher
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The Works of Saint Augustine
2011-06

the legacy of augustine of hippo 354 430 continues to shape western christian language about both the
trinity and the church yet scholars rarely treat these two topics as related in his work in augustine the
trinity and the church adam ployd argues that augustine s ecclesiology drew upon his trinitarian
theology to a surprising degree this connection appears most clearly in a series of sermons augustine
preached in 406 407 against the donatists the rival christian communion in north africa as he preached
augustine deployed scriptural interpretations derived from his latin pro nicene predecessors but he
adapted these trinitarian arguments to construct a vision of the charitable unity of the catholic church
against the donatists to condemn the donatists for separating from the body of christ for example
augustine appropriated a pro nicene christology that viewed christ s body as the means for ascent to
his divinity augustine also further identified the love that unites christians to each other and to christ
in his body as the holy spirit who gives to us what he eternally is as the mutual love of father and son
on the central issue of baptism augustine made the sacrament a trinitarian act as christ gives the spirit
to his own body the book ultimately shows that for augustine the unity and integrity of the church
depended not upon the purity of the bishops or the guarded boundaries of the community but upon the
work of the triune god who unites us to christ through the love of the spirit whom christ himself gives
in baptism

Selected Easter Sermons of St. Augustine
1990

for augustine that the word became flesh transformed a merely human understanding of the virtues
and grounds all virtue in humility the way of humility augustine s theology of preaching explores how
this truth became a new paradigm for understanding the scriptures and thus how augustine embodied
the virtue in the preaching of the scriptures one of augustine s most devoted students possidius said
that anyone can learn from reading augustine but those were able to profit still more who could hear
him speak in church and see him with their own eyes truly he was indeed one of those of whom it is
written speak this way and act the same way the way of humility searches for evidence of the virtue of
humility in action through the preaching of the humble word in the sermons of augustine many know
of augustine through his more famous treatises but few have encountered the doctor of grace where
he had his most immediate impact preaching the way of humility follows the sermons through several
traditional theological loci ecclesiology christology soteriology to uncover what can be learned about
augustine s theology through the way he preached to a mixed audience of urbanites and rustics many
of whom did not have the benefit of a formal education throughout the book we see the interplay
between augustine s action in speech and augustine s more direct statements on his theology of
preaching through handing over christ in his sermons he became himself an example of humility for
the congregation on their journey toward the final end for all people the beatific vision

St Augustine
2002-10-15

augustine s interpretation is spiritual his were not scholarly or academic concerns and john
leinenweber s translation is fresh and accessible capturing the clarity brilliance and inspired passion of
the original john has said many things stated augustine and almost all of them concern love the first six
of the ten homilies were delivered on the days of the easter octave this period proved too short for
augustine to cover the whole of the letter and he preached four additional homilies later in the spring
in his confessions augustine spoke of his great longing as a youth to love and be loved a topic that
appealed greatly to his listeners during the course of delivering these homilies he was interrupted time
and again by applause and shouts of enthusiasm the ten homilies are broken up into twenty four short
chapters for example the commandment of love two loves of god and of the world christ and antichrists
unanswered prayer god is love god has loved us first love casts out fear his are in large part moral
teachings dealing with such topics as prayer our enemies fear of god the church the world so
important in saint john s writings what does one actually do to love god and others what are the pitfalls
of loving how can one learn to love more throughout the homilies augustine s great desire to love and
be loved and to live eternally with god are eloquently expressed believing himself ignorant of scripture
he had initially considered himself ill prepared for the priesthood augustine s subsequent tireless
studies unleashed a stream of biblical commentaries that led him to be ranked with thomas aquinas as
one of the greatest teachers the western church has ever produced and one of its greatest fathers his
towering intellect molded the thought of western christianity and his ideas dominated the thinking of
the western world for a thousand years after his death augustine wrote profusely explaining and
defending the faith called doctor of grace his best known works are his confessions one of the greatest
spiritual classics of all time and city of god an exposition of a christian philosophy of history
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Expositions of the Psalms 99-120 (vol. 5)
1844

this is the extended and annotated edition including an extensive biographical annotation about the
author and his life this edition includes the two books that st augustine wrote as explanations on the
sermon on the mount which our lord delivered and which are written down in matthew 5 7

Sermons to the People
1990

teaching christianity is the most original book augustine ever wrote it is not so much a treatise or
scholarly work but an instruction manual on how to teach christianity he wrote this how to book for
those who would be preaching and explaining christianity it is entirely based on the bible and helps the
reader express its truths of faith with soundproof methodology it is a book that will help readers to
communicate their message in a clear and effective way edmund hills new translation of augustines
treatise on christian doctrine is superb his early and mature thought on how to understand scripture
and how to communicate that understanding to others is set forth clearly and attractively the
translator has shown great discernment in his choice of words and in their placement this makes for a
smooth reading extremely valuable are the scholarly endnotes provided after each of the four books
the new title chosen by edmund hill namely teaching christianity indicates that augustine is here
instructing the african clergy probably the bishops how to preach effectively to their congregations the
treatise is not focused on doctrine sr mary t clark rscj manhattanville college president society for
medieval and renaissance philosophy

Exposition of the Sermon on the Mount
1994

Expositions of the Psalms 1-32 (Vol. 1)
1952

Sermons (230-272B) on the Liturgical Seasons
2014-10

St. Augustine, Sermons for Christmas and Epiphany
1873

St. Augustine's Interpretaion of the Psalms of Ascent
2010-04

Words Spoken to My Friends. Sermons Preached in St.
Augustine's, Highbury New Park, London
2014-05-22

Commentary on the Lord’s Sermon on the Mount with
Seventeen Related Sermons
1984

St. Augustine on St. John: Tractates, Homilies and Sermons
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on St. John's Gospel and First Epistle
2012

Thirteen Homilies of St Augustine on St John XIV
1997

Augustine of Hippo, Selected Writings
1984

Sermons On Selected Lessons Of The New Testament
(Annotated Edition)
1990

Sermons (341-400) on Various Subjects
2015-06-01

Sermons on the Liturgical Seasons
2023-10-25

The Works of Saint Augustine
2009-01-02

Augustine, the Trinity, and the Church
1977

Metaphysics as Mediating Dialogue
1997

Love One Another, My Friends
1992

Sermons on the Liturgical Seasons
1948

The Works of Saint Augustine
2012

The Works of Saint Augustine
1996
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St Augustine

On the Sermon On The Mount (Annotated Edition)

Teaching Christianity
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